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History of dark matter
The Xenon project objective
My work with Xenon as an REU 
student.



History of Dark matter

Our universe:
73% dark energy, 
23% non-baryonic dark matter
4% baryons that form the ordinary matter we 
know

Dark matter candidate  : WIMPS
around 100 GeV in mass
unaffected by electromagnetic forces
The mass has been used to explain various 
cosmological observations. 



Evidence of dark matter

Movement of the Coma cluster
Rotational curves
Cosmic microwave background 
anisotropies 
Gravitational lensing



Rotational curve



Cosmic microwave background 
anisotropies 



Gravitational lensing



detection of WIMPS

1400 m of rock



My work this summer at Xenon.



my ROOT work:
Meet the PHO family:

A family of photon 
graphs…

Thank you Phos!



My little Phos out and about in the big 
world



Graphs round one: PET detector

PET (positron emission tomography)

Gamma:

511 Kev

e+

e-



The Geant4 simulation

Cesium 137 source -> 611KeV gammas
Teflon: 95% reflectivity
50,75,100,125,150 cm absorption length 
of xenon
S1 signal analysis
(169,000 events/simulation) *8

Why is this important?



75cm: total hits for all event energies



100cm: total hits for all event energies



The detector’s coordinates
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Understanding pmt hits/ energy





Understanding pmt hits/event location



Marvel at the shift!



Number of hits vs. position (100)

position



analysis of the lines of best fit for the a:z graphs 
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Total internal reflection and geometrical 
effects

The detector



Where do we go from here?

Further study on the various 
resolutions for different locations in 
detector and for different event 
energies.
The effects of absorption length on 
the signals
Change the name of the graphs so 
they are not all named ‘pho’
Units



Thank you….. Grazie!

Prof. Elena Aprile!
Guillaume Plante!
Xenon!
Sylvia!
#44




